
 
 

 
The cutlery project 
A cutlery collection by international designers: Jinhyun Jeon (KR/NL), Muller Van 
Severen (BE), Maarten Baas (NL), Studio Simple (BE/NL), Koichi Futatsumata 
(JPN) and Studio Wieki Somers (NL) for valerie_objects. Basically, all of them 
have created the same thing: a prototype set of tools to eat with. Spoons, forks 
and knives. The result is six totally quirky high-end luxury sets of cutlery that 
surprise and delight eyes, hands and mouth.  

The designs of Maarten Baas (NL) and Koichi Futatsumata (JPN) are the first 
two sets that have been taken in production. With their interpretation of the ideal 
set of cutlery they will feature the Antwerp based label.  
 
"When I approached the designers and design teams to create a set of cutlery for 
valerie_objects, I knew that they would each use their expertise, background and 
knowledge to come up with a completely divergent range of results. Some of them 
had already experimented with cutlery, others had been fascinated by the design for 
years, while for yet others it was their first foray into designing this modest eating 
tool. But whatever stage they were at, they all succeeded in delivering a 
surprise.” said curator Veerle Wenes.  
 
Maarten baas 
Dutch designer Maarten Baas, whose work is often described as rebellious, 
humorous, intellectual, theatrical and artistic, has designed a cutlery set for 
valerie_objects consisting of a tablespoon, fork, knife and teaspoon. In the first 
quarter of 2017 the collection will grow with a dessert knife, dessert fork and 
dessert spoon. The whimsical shape of each object and the brutalist cuts of the 
knife emerge from the initial study of the set. It is precisely these characteristics 
that are inextricably linked with the designer’s work. The set is made out of 
brushed stainless steel and is available in natural stainless steel, black or brass 
colour.  
 
Koichi futatsumata 
This cutlery is formed with a combination of flat surface and octagonal section. 
Futatsumata was inspired by his favorite technical pencil. Cutlery usually has a flat 
surface because of its functional point of view. With this cutlery, flat surfaces are 
remained only at both ends, and main part of the body is octagonal shape in 
section. This provides distinguished comfort and function: adequate sharpness in 
edge brought comfort when holding and rotating. As a result, the form, which can 
fit one's hand in any uses, adds individuality and sculptural feature. The range 



 
 

includes a spoon, a knife and a fork and in 2017 the chopstick will complete the 
selection.  

 
 
about valerie_objects 
 
New design label valerie_objects is an initiative of Axel Van Den Bossche, Frank Lambert, 
art director Veerle Wenes.  
The combination of both their own professional and personal taste for the good and the 
beautiful and their volition to communicate pieces from designers and artists to appropriate 
audiences, resulted in the new born design label valerie_objects. 
The Antwerp based label shapes its collection by working with designers, architects and 
artists. The aim is to translate the signature works of these creative minds into tangible 
objects. Pride of place will always go to authentic thinkers, to pieces that have been 
carefully thought about, designed and fashioned by intelligent hands.  
 
Current collections have been developed in collaboration with some of today’s most renown 
artists amongst which the award winning duo Muller Van Severen (BE), dutch designer 
Chris Kabel (NL) and Robbrecht & Daem Architects (BE). Internationally acclaimed was 
the cutlery project with current productions by Maarten Baas (NL) and Koichi Futatsumatu 
(JPN). 
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